Covering Your Grass

STMA member Scott Gaunky, groundskeeper of Mundelein High School in northern Illinois, provides lessons for others in how to use a turf cover to protect a field. Gaunky finagled a cover through personal enterprise. On his own time, he went out and solicited materials to build a good infield for Mundelein's ball diamond. When school administrators saw the showpiece, they felt obliged to protect “their” field. A turf cover was used for the first time this past spring, and Mundelein won the Football Field Award for the baseball “Diamond of the Year” ad in this issue, which displays the types of questions asked about the other fields as well.

Don’t forget that November 30 is the deadline for completing questionnaires for the Field of the Year awards. You don’t have to pay an entry fee or be an STMA member to compete. Nor must you have a big budget — the winner of last year’s Football Field Award was not a pro or college facility, but a hard-working high school. To obtain a questionnaire, call STMA at (800) 323-3875 and request an “Awards Program” packet, which contains questionnaires for baseball, softball, football and soccer fields. For the baseball awards, you can short-cut the process by answering Partac/Beam Clay’s “Diamond of the Year” ad in this issue, which displays the types of questions asked about the other fields as well.

Next, you must learn how to use the cover — otherwise, it’ll harm rather than help your turf. For his education, Gaunky went to fellow STMA member Ken Mrock, groundskeeper for the Chicago Bears. For his education, Gaunky went to fellow STMA member Scott Gaunky, groundskeeper of Mundelein High School in northern Illinois, provides lessons for others in how to use a turf cover to protect a field.

First, you must get a turf cover — which is no small purchase for a high school. Gaunky finagled a cover through personal enterprise. On his own time, he went out and solicited materials to build a good infield for Mundelein’s ball diamond. When school administrators saw the showpiece, they felt obliged to protect “their” investment and purchased a turf cover for the infield.

Next, you must learn how to use the cover — otherwise, it’ll harm rather than help your turf. For his education, Gaunky went to fellow STMA member Ken Mrock, groundskeeper for the Chicago Bears. For his education, Gaunky went to fellow STMA member Scott Gaunky, groundskeeper of Mundelein High School in northern Illinois, provides lessons for others in how to use a turf cover to protect a field. Gaunky finagled a cover through personal enterprise. On his own time, he went out and solicited materials to build a good infield for Mundelein’s ball diamond.

(1) The program starts during the growing season when he puts down 14 to 18 pounds of potash and two to three pounds of ammonium sulfate per 1,000 square feet. This diet, especially the potash, strengthens cell walls, which helps harden turf for winter.

(2) The next step is to get the cover up and down at the right times (neither too soon nor too late) to avoid heat damage. For Gaunky, that means laying the cover down after the first heavy frost, usually early November, and pulling it up just before the baseball season, in mid-March. By that time, thanks to speedy spring transition, the grass is growing, healthy, and tougher than portions of the diamond that go uncovered.

(3) Before covering the field, he applies a granular fungicide to the turf, primarily for snow mold.

(4) During the winter, he monitors the temperature under the cover, especially during warm spells, to ensure the grass doesn’t cook. Otherwise, he rarely checks beneath it. Since the cover is air, light and moisture permeable, the grass suffers little stress. Even under heavy, wet snow, the grass does not suffocate, largely because his infield is turtlebacked (crowned), which provides good drainage.

The efficient drainage allows snow to act as an insulating blanket, protecting dormant turf against many of the hazards of winter. In Gaunky’s experience, the more snow, the better. One year when Mundelein’s diamond received little snow the grass did not green up as well. The infield was slower to respond than usual, but the uncovered grass was even slower. Without either snow or a turf cover, the grass was more susceptible to wind burn and dessication.
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